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Costuming in Seán Keating’s self-
portraits: theatrical guise or
political disguise?
Valérie Morisson
1 In her two volumes on Irish painter Seán Keating (1889–1977), Seán Keating, Art Politics and
the Building of the Irish Nation and Seán Keating in Context: Responses to Culture and Politics in
Post-War Ireland,  Éimear O’Connor shows that while Keating “has been written in Irish
history as the bulwark against  modernism in Irish art”1,  it  is  worth reevaluating his
career and artistic output.  Keating is easily defined as a traditional academic painter
whose works unreservedly celebrate the Irish nation. The beginning of his training and
career as a painter in Dublin coincided with a period of intense political trouble: the
Easter Rising (1916), the War of Independence (1919–1921) and the Civil War (1922–1923).
The Dublin  Metropolitan  School  of  Art  “provided  an  invigorating  visual  and literal
embodiment of politics in general, and nationalism in particular”2. Keating’s figurative
scenes emblematize visual nationalism and have contributed to founding nationhood3. He
was also earnestly committed to establishing an Irish school of painting.
2 Trained by William Orpen, who always remained a mentor4, he devoted much of his time
to portraiture. But it is his self-portraits that this paper intends to scrutinize and, more
specifically,  the role played by dress in these compositions. As a matter of fact,  Seán
Keating repeatedly staged himself in costume. O’Connor describes the artist as a secretive
person unwilling to talk much about his family life and political stance5: “Keating was
very private. He did not talk much about his past, and if he did, the information was
frequently  confused”6. His  numerous  self-portraits  seem to  fill  in  some  blanks  as  if
costuming freed him from such secretiveness.
3 In a self-portrait, Pascal Bonafoux observes, “the costume, the written words, the pose,
everything is meaningful, no detail is incidental. Every thing is a sign, bearing the stamp
of identity; all that surfaces in the portrait is to be deciphered”7. Such deciphering, he
adds, is a matter of tentative hypothesis as we never stand on firm grounds. Keating’s
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self-portrayals may have offered him the opportunity of  a daily routine of  works,  as
Éimear O’Connor suggests:
It  was  for  this  reason  too,  and  not  for  the  purposes  of  vanity  or  conceit,  that
Keating  made  so  many  self-portraits  throughout  his  career.  He  was  following
Orpen’s directive about the necessity of a daily routine of work. As a result of his
seven-day-a-week dedication to perfect his skill  as an artist,  Keating produced a
record of his emerging sense of personal and national identity analogous to the
ever-changing socio-political contexts8.
4 Focusing  on  the  role  of  dress  and  costume  in  self-portraiture,  we  purport  to  view
Keating’s self-images from a different perspective. Self-portraits in costume are indeed
not merely staged images of the self but also performative acts since costuming induces
impersonation. Identity is therefore performed as well as staged and pictured. Starting
from costume and dress as identity markers or shifters, we argue that self-portraits may,
in the case of  Keating and in the specific  context  of  Irish nationalism,  be a form of
political embodiment.
 
Playing with identities: the costumed painter
5 In the painter’s Early Self-portrait, a three-quarter-length portrait painted around 1907–11
(private collection)9, Keating stands on the side of the composition, clad in a black suit
which bespeaks his modesty. The shy gaze, the hazy outlines of the face and the softness
of the brushstrokes betray the artist’s secretive personality. Featuring a female model in
the middleground, this composition hints at the practice of drawing from life which was
usual at the academy and testifies to Keating’s classical approach to painting: “Keating
then  is  a  traditional  painter  whose  work  is  based  on  pure  draughtsmanship”10.  The
plainness of the suit, blending in the brown background, suggests that the garb is hardly
a dress or a costume. Keating was aware of the conventions of self-portraiture. In a much
later,  though not  dated work, Self-portrait  with  palette11,  he  follows a  well-established
tradition dating back to Holbein (Self-portrait, 1542, Uffizi, Florence) and Rembrandt (Self-
portrait  with  Beret  and  Turned-up  collar,  1659,  National  Gallery  of  Art,  Washington)
consisting in painting oneself in the act of painting. Contrary to the early likeness, the
canvas is imbued with a sense of determination and commitment. The dark clothes of the
painter,  almost merging into the plain background,  reveal  his taste for frugality and
simplicity consistent with his sympathies with the socialist movement and his tendency
to “proletarianize his childhood”12. These two self-portraits conform with the rules of a
genre in which “being human, artists may wish to present the image they want us to have
of them, or indeed to create the ideal to which they aspire13.” However, in most of his
other  self-portraits,  Keating  explores  the  decorative  and  theatrical  potentialities  of
costume in an original manner.
6 Maybe out of necessity, during the early years of his career, the painter regularly staged
himself and his relatives14 in photographic tableaux which he then copied into paintings15.
Some great masters inserted their likenesses into narrative scenes either as a signature or
as a form of impersonation, using costumes and accessories playfully16. Philippe Lejeune
notes that the line between reality and fiction may be very thin in some autobiographical
projects  or  projections17.  This  applies  to  self-portraits  as  well:  painters  may  portray
themselves in costume either because the garb, as a material artefact, fascinates them, or
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to  indulge  in  role-playing,  using  dress  as  a  form of  sartorial  escapism,  or  to  reveal
something about their own personality surrepticiously.
7 Between 1916 and 1919, Keating painted Self-Portrait in a Bear Skin18 matching a similar
portrait of his sister. In the two works, the disproportionately large fur cloak—which is
painted very convincingly—is the main focus,  as  the title  suggests.  The garment was
either borrowed from the National Museum of Ireland, or brought back from Russia by
one of Keating’s brothers. The D.M.S.A., which was situated nearby museums, provided “a
colourful wardrobe of costumes and props”19. While Mary Frances Keating, who modelled
for the portrait, shyly disappears under the bulky garment, her brother, holding a spear
as a primitive hunter would,  stares at  the viewer in a self-confident manner,  visibly
relishing the role-playing. The painter’s interest in the rendering of materials and fabrics
will have been encouraged by Orpen while the attention that is paid to the decorative
elements on the coat foreshadows the ethnographic accuracy of some later paintings.
Keating  portrays  himself  as  a  confident  man  as  if  emboldened  by  the  attire.  It  is
interesting to note that the painting was subsequently featured in an exhibition at the
Aonach Tailteann under the title Ligimte Stoc, I Declare Leadership20. Such a shift in the title
reinforces  the  wavering  between  identity  and  persona  which  is  constant  in  these
costumed stagings as the clothing leads to fictitious embodiments and identity plays.
8 A few years later, Keating painted himself in a less outlandish costume in Fear Sorrdha (
Man at Ease)21. In this three-quarter portrait, he is dressed in a white shirt and wrapped in
an  elegant  striped  shawl.  A  black  hat  is  elaborately  tilted  on  his  head,  topping  a
chequered  headscarf.  The  sophiscated  and eccentric  attire  reflects  Keating’s—real  or
fantasized—bohemian lifestyle at that time even though the portrait is visibly contrived.
The painter, or the painter’s persona, or the fictitious character impersonated by Keating,
gazes at the viewer in a self-assured manner. The work is not identified as a self-portrait
so that Keating plays with the indeterminacy specific to the genre. Is Keating offering the
viewer a parody of himself as ‘the painter in his gown’ after Rembrandt or Hogarth? Or is
the  painter  venting  his  own  eccentricity  through  costuming?  If  these  questions  are
difficult to answer, Keating’s taste for playful costuming seems obvious. Another self-
portrait,  probably from the same period,  shows the artist  in an Arab costume22.  The
emphasis  is  placed on the  folds  and patterns  of  the  clothes  foreshadowing his  later
interest in exotic dress. As James Hall notices, “even when an artist’s self-portrait seems
to be the result of a genuine moment of self-regard or self-interrogation, it is invariably a
kind of performance. In many cases […] the role-playing is overt; […] what appears to be a
literal representation of the artist is in reality a complicated and conscious fabrication: it
is virtually impossible not to self-consciously construct your own image”23. These self-
portraits in costumes must therefore be viewed as performative practices through which
the painter explores alternative selves and derides social or artistic conventions.  The
viewers’s  eagerness  to  be  given a  glimpse  at  the  artist’s  true  self  is  flouted as  it  is
impossible to disentangle earnestness from fantasy. In that respect, Hall notes that “one
of the wonders of self-portraits is their capacity to induce unique levels of uncertainty in
the viewer24.”
 
Costume as ethnographic document
9 Along  the  self-portraits  resulting  from  theatrical  impersonations,  Keating  painted
likenesses of himself in traditional Irish costume. As early as 1915, in Men of The West25,
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Keating, who included himself in the composition, dressed the characters in traditional
clothing, an “exotic dress26.” The costumes, from the Connacht region, are not meant to
be realistic although the painter represents them with ample detail and enhances the
crios (traditional woven belts) and patterned scarves. Many of his compositions in oil,
pastel  or  watercolor  foreground  Irish  clothes  with  elaborate  patterns,  embroidered
shawls  or  traditional  knitware.  Even  in  his  religious  canvases,  Keating  clothed  the
characters in differentiated garments enhancing the colours and the intricacy of  the
patterns27. The artistic interest in regional costume was initiated by many Irish painters
who depicted Irish folks in brightly coloured dress: Aloysius O’Kelly (1853–1936), Walter
Osborne (1859–1903), Harry Jones Thaddeus (1859–1929), Paul Henry (1877–1958), as well
as the English painter Charles Lamb (1893-1964) studied regional attire. Yet Keating did
not contend himself with painting costumes but actually wore them therefore adding
embodied performance to representation.
10 In 1909, William Orpen, who also painted several self-portraits in costume, portrayed
himself in Aran garb. The Anglo-Irish painter wanted to “engage with, satirize, mask,
elaborate and fantasize his identities”28. His self-portraits in costume may therefore be
dismissed as masquerade. His Aran outfit, to be derided maybe as a “camp Celtic revival
fantasy”29,  is all  the more puzzling as Orpen was of Protestant origin and considered
himself as an Englishman. Though Keating may owe his interest in dress to his master, his
use of costume is far from illustrating the modernist indeterminacy of the self which may
find an echo in Orpen’s output. As a matter of fact, while Keating happened to give into
costuming as a simple theatrical  performance,  the consistency in his choice of  attire
suggests a deeper commitment.
11 As early as  the mid-19th century,  throughout Europe,  painters  showed an interest  in
vernacular  culture and folklore30.  Such cross-European ethnographic curiosity,  tinged
with romanticism, was tied to political and cultural discourses on nationhood31. Artists
turned to their ethno-cultural heritage as well as to peasant communities epitomizing
national ideals as a source of inspiration32.  The exhibition in academies and Salons of
paintings  portraying  folks  in  regional  costumes,  performing  traditional  tasks  and
surrounded by ethnographic objects played a role in the dissemination of  nationalist
ideals so that folklore was interpreted as national tradition and “rustic popular culture
was canonized into the very essence and bedrock of national identity”33. Marie Bourke
showed that “by using imagery associated with the west in a new and inventive manner,
[Irish artists] were able to develop a body of work that looked distinctively Irish”34.
12 Departing from the romantic or impressionist styles characterizing depictions of the West
of  Ireland,  Keating  forged  an  idiosyncratic  manner.  The  blatant  theatricality  of  his
compositions enables him to eschew the issue of authenticity tied to Western exoticism
and offer a symbolical approach to costume. As a matter of fact, it is difficult to know
whether the Aran costume that Keating painted with much care was still worn on a daily
basis at the time. Anthropologists, focusing on Robert Flaherty’s 1934 film, Man of Aran,
have questioned the realism of his depictions and argued that the Araners’ outfit was a
reconstructed  reality35.  The  colour  photographs  which  French  scholar  Marguerite
Mespoulet shot in 1913 in the West of Ireland for the Khan Archives are rare testimonial
documents.  Struck  by  the  poverty  and  dignity  of  the  Irish  people  she  met,  she
photographed people both in ragged clothes and in bright red garments36. Compared to
these images, Keating’s depictions seem idealized. Although several of his canvases draw
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attention to the plight of the Connacht people, his representation of costumes is never
meant to trigger compassion.
13 In ethnographic descriptions, regional dress is a preeminent badge of identity. Similarly,
in regionalist painting, traditional costumes become signifiers of identity. “Clothing is a
palpable, immediate, and intimate form of material culture”, professor of folklore Pravina
Shulka notes. “Sending meaningful messages through dress is one way people engage in a
daily artful endeavor, participating in what folklorists call ‘creativity in everyday life’ or
‘artistic  communication  in  small  groups’”37.  An  outlet  for  cultural  expression,  the
colourful costume of the West counties emblematized cultural distinctiveness but was
also  the  symbol  of  rusticity38.  Keating  painted  himself—and  his  wife  at  times—in
traditional Irish costume in works whose titles evoke types rather than individuals. Good
Evenin’ Miss,  192139,  a double full-length portrait based on a photograph of the couple
dressed as country folks, was painted in studio but is supposed to be set in the Aran
Islands. “The style and atmosphere of the work had more to do with Irish theatre at the
time than with the reality of life on the islands”40.  Painted in 1921, in the context of
intense political turmoil, the painting conjures up Synge’s literary representations of the
Aran Islands and exemplifies the ethnographic genre scene which thrived at the academy
41. The couple, in colourful costume, is merrily dancing on the road as if performing on
stage. Folk dance stands for the primitive sociability of country folks and the idea of
community bonding which delighted many travelers from urban areas. In Trevor Thomas
Fowler’s Children Dancing at Crossroads (c.  1830) or Charles Lamb’s Dancing at a Northern
Crossroads (1920) country people are also dancing happily. However, whereas in Fowler’s
scene the young dancers are in rags, which brings forth images of poverty, in Lamb’s and
Keating’s compositions the garments are colourful and exotic42. Besides, in Keating’s self-
portraits, the process of impersonation strengthens the scope of the sartorial depiction:
when worn, “costume […] allows us to transcend the here and now, allowing for a deeper
communication of meaning43.” As a matter of fact, Keating’s fascination with vernacular
dress and ethnographic costume does not solely spring from a taste for folklore. The garb
conveys specific values and ideals.
14 In 1915, William Orpen portrayed Keating in Aran costume in a work bearing a telling
double title: Man of Aran. Sean Keating44.  While in his self-portrait in Aran dress Orpen
looked elegant, Keating seems humble, somber and stern. Orpen “created an iconic visual
identity for his former student” as “the painting embodies everything that Keating must
have expressed to Orpen about his nationalist sympathies and about his attitude to the
Aran Islands45.” Keating also features in Orpen’s The Holy Well (1915): he is dressed in
typical Aran costume (hat, pampooties, crios and woollen waistcoat). Standing on a hillock,
he dominates the scene of blind piety and embodies the future of the nation. Just behind
him, an old tree is burgeoning, a symbol of rebirth through the revival of roots.
15 Although Keating’s self-portraits in Aran gear bear titles which draw attention to the
costume —Self-portrait Wearing a Hat (1930s, private collection46) or Self-portrait in a Bainín
Hat (c. 1937–40, private collection47)—the clothing is more than an object of ethnographic curiosity:
it is a visual means to express faith in values and ideals.
16 Keating painted himself in the role of Christy Mahon’s father in John Millington Synge’s
The Playboy of the Western World48. The playwright claimed that his depiction was rooted in
his  direct  observations  of  Araners  compiled  in  The  Aran  Islands (a  text  straddling
ethnographic  realism  and  romantic  invention)  and  accompanied  by  a  portfolio  of
photographs.  Keating’s  compositions  are  visibly  contrived  and,  as  Éimear  O’Connor
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suggests, his impersonation of Christy Mahon’s father “suggests a wide range of symbolic
implications allied to Synge’s metaphorical vision49.”
17 While costume is generally construed as a means to conceal oneself or to be someone we
are not, Pravina Shukla notes that it is “the clothing of who we are but […] it signals a
different self, one other than that expressed through daily dress”50. Of the Aran Islands,
Keating wrote: “One of the advantages of a place like Aran is that you have to look into
yourself and perhaps discover that you haven’t got a self,  a discovery that cannot be
made  too  soon in  the  case  of  a  painter…51”  By  dressing  as  a  man of  Aran,  Keating
transposes his life to a region and a time period which he saw as the epitome of Irishness.
Given that self-portraits are visual statements, the clothing of the artist is “deliberately
used to  project  an elected identity  specific  to  the time,  place,  and audience”52.  Self-
portraying himself in such gear enabled Keating to convey a message: through painting,
the  impersonation  is  made  permanent  and  assertive.  The  artist  becomes  and  shows
himself as the one he wished to be, a simple Aran man. As Shukla notes, costume may be
used  to  construct  a  self-conscious  presentation  of  oneself  and  “functions  to  help
individuals  elect,  embrace,  and display special  identities.”  “Special  dress,  she  claims,
enables  the  expression  of  extraordinary  identity  in  exceptional  circumstances”53.By
portraying himself in Aran dress, Keating voices his endorsement of the nationalist ideal
premised on an idealized West. In these self-portraits, the artist’s body is allegorized.
From one self-portrait to another, Keating’s face ages but hardly varies as he intends to
embody a generic type rather than an individual. The sharpness of his features, his vivid
blue eyes and wrinkles stand for the dignity of the Aran people. As Brian Graham writes,
Keating  “complemented  the  literary  Wests  of  Pearse  and  de  Valera,  his  paintings
portraying a heroic society inhabiting its wild landscapes”54. To a certain extent, the face
of the artist as an Araner becomes a mask and brings to mind Oscar Wilde’s quip that




18 “In every self-portrait we discover individuals who wish to portray not just likenesses or
even inner worlds, but concrete facts about who they were, what they could achieve and
how they fitted in to the world around them”56. While he did not paint straightforward
historical scenes, Keating clearly voiced his political opinions through his paintings. As
James White observes,
during the years of revolution and those which followed the foundation of our state
[Keating] has painted pictures which assert primary values and decry the attitude
of the ephemeral and the less-than-honest opportunists who were quick to exploit
the new situation. […] He was creating a new type of Irish man57.
19 Because “nations are conceptual, emotional, abstract entities which may be associated
with a state, but can only be grasped through their representations, [and] symbols58”
artworks do play a role in nation-building. In the context of Irish nationalist struggle,
“literary and visual artists were attracted to the West of Ireland in their search for a new
means or language to express a positively empowered cultural Irish identity in art”59. Men
of  the  West is  indeed  “a  personal,  visionary  response  to  developing  events”  and  a
“romanticized  image  of  the  Irish  fighting  men  of  the  time”60.  By  costuming  as  a
nationalist fighter and placing his own figure just in front of the tricolour symbolising the
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emerging nation, next to his brother Joe Hannan (a member of the IRB), Keating devises a
pictural  call  to  arms.  More  than  creating  a  national  type,  he  embodies  the  new
independent Irish man and we may construe the performative nature of his self-portraits
as empowerment. One could interpret a watercolour entitled Spanish Arch (c. 1916)61 as a
similar statement since Keating, dressed in full Aran costume, is reclining on a stone wall
turning his gaze away from a rifle as if to suggest that he has chosen a non-violent way to
fight. Painted just one year before the Easter Rising, Men of the West became iconic and
Keating edited prints of  the work in 1919 to raise funds for families  affected by the
national struggle.  The prints were subsequently banned as the image was considered
dissident. Keating remained “as close as the Irish national movement would come to an
official  artist”62.  He  was  affected  by  the  ban  of  the  poster  and  he  “may  have  been
concerned about attracting further unwarranted attention”63.  Men of  the  South,  which
harps on the same subject, was exhibited only in 1922 after the Treaty of Independence
was signed and Keating is absent from the composition. Even though he never took the
arms, the artist used his paintings to promote the new independent nation.
20 All through his life, Keating’s art followed the development of the nation. In 1924, the
painter portrayed himself, powerless and exhausted, in An Allegory64 (National Gallery).
The painting testifies to Keating’s disillusionment after the Civil War: the ruined mansion
in  the  background,  the  coffin  covered  with  the  tricolour,  the  distance  between  the
politician and the people burying their friends represent the failure of the Republican
project that Keating had supported. In 1929, Keating pictured himself, his wife and two
sons in Night’s Candles are Burnt Out (Gallery Oldham). In the painting, Keating is showing
the young boy, the dam under construction and his gesture leads the viewers’ gaze to this
symbol  of  modernity.  The  Ardnacrusha  scheme  was  indeed  tightly  keyed  to  the
emergence of the modern nation. The artist stands on a par with the workers and is
dressed like them, considering himself as an artisan of national modernity. He used the
same family group for the frontispiece of the Nationalist Ideal in 1931; he and his wife
point at the hammer and sickle as well as the cross, the symbol of Russian socialism and
Christianity. Keating’s status here is multiple: a painter, a father and head of family as
well as a citizen of the nation.
21 The  omnispresence  of  the  painter  adopting  various  though  consistent  identities
demonstrates  that  the  artist,  in  his  view,  must  bear  witness  to  the  historical
developments of his country. To do so, the painter adopts a visual language that can aptly
transcend reality to put across ideals and values. As James Hall argues, self-portraits are
not passive reflections of their own societies but influence their own society’s sense of
identity  and  selfhood65.  The  embedded  self-portraits  enable  the  painter  to  make  a
statement about the role of artists in society. Keating’s self-allegoricisation, both as an
artist and as a citizen, fulfills his commitment to national socialism in that his self serves
the ideal of the nation and he represents himself as fully involved in his society.
 
Conclusion
22 Seán Keating used dress and costume in a particularly rich and complex way confirming
that  “costume  is  […]  extraordinary  in  its  semantic  elaboration;  it  makes  explicit
references, whether political, social, historical, religious, aesthetic, or psychological”66.
With  a  penchant  for  disguise,  he  explored  dress  and  clothing  as  visually  efficient
signifiers  of  identity.  Self-portrayal  and  the  impersonation  it  induces  are  to  be
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understood as political embodiment: Keating fought artistic and political battles in his
compositions using his own image and costume as allegories. Although a couple of years
separate their self-portraits, one cannot help thinking of Frida Kahlo’s self-portraits in
costume and the way she also used her physical body and her painted image as epitomes
of an oppressed regional identity.  Scrutinizing Keating’s multiple usages of dress and
costume may therefore incite us to consider his commitment differently. Although his
impersonations served the nationalist and national causes, they did so in an inventive
and empowering way. His use of photography, his taste for performance as well as his
exploration of the potentialities of costuming were indeed singular.
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ABSTRACTS
The paintings of Irish artist Seán Keating (1889–1977) have admittedly contributed to asserting
an Irish identity blending tradition and modernity. Seen from this perspective, his numerous
self-portraits may be viewed as a means to embody a political ideal. His self-portraits in costume
deserve more attention than they have received so far. As a matter of fact, Keating revisits a long
tradition  consisting  in  playfully  painting  oneself  in  disguise.  However,  he  also  resorts  to
costuming to serve a political cause. By dressing up as an Araner or by portraying himself in
traditional attire in nationalist canvases, Keating embodies his political ideas and states that the
place of the artist is in the midst of the nation and society.
L’œuvre  du  peintre  irlandais  Seán  Keating  (1889–1977)  a  accompagné  l’affirmation  d’une
irlandité mêlant tradition et modernité. Dans cette perspective, les nombreux autoportraits de
l’artiste peuvent être considérés comme un moyen d’incarner un idéal politique. Le recours au
costume  dans  ses  autoportraits  mérite  attention.  En  effet,  Keating  reprend  une  tradition
picturale bien établie en se représentant de manière ludique en costume mais utilise le dispositif
de manière plus politique. En revêtant le costume traditionnel des habitants des îles d’Aran ou
bien en se portraiturant en habit traditionnel dans des compositions aux accents nationalistes,
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Keating incarne des idées politiques et affirme que la place de l’artiste est au cœur de la nation et
de la société.
INDEX
Keywords: Aran Islands, body, cultural nationalism, ethnography, folklore, visual arts, Keating,
Seán, painting, costume
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